
MEDICAL TOURISM 
DIGITAL MARKETING SERVICE 



Goal: To Reach Arab Market 

Using our Arab market experience we gained 

from Visit to be Treated television program on 

MBC4 we developed a digital marketing service 

for your company to reach more Arab patient via 

Visit to be Treated social network accounts and 

various mediums. 

A digital marketing service developed by navite Arab experts to reach Arab patients. 



Our service is prepared to create brand 

awarness on Arab patients using video contents 

on our Facebook, Instagram and Youtube 

profiles. 

We use digital advertisements and social networks 
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We’ll produce video content within our service. 

This is because internet users don’t settle for 

just visuals and text anymore. Via video, we can 

truly express our message, testimonials and 

happy patient stories. 

 

We’ll create all the content needed to perform 

the service. 

 

Management of the service pack will be done by 

a team of Arab market experts in Dubai and 

Istanbul. 

 

We’ll apply the pack for 6 months on mediums 

in following slides. 

Promoting video contents, we prepare and apply whole content creation. 
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What will we provide? | Videos 

We’ll produce promotional videos. We aim our 

pack to be video-oriented. We’ll begin ensuring 

this by producing promotional videos of your 

company. 

General overview and service promotion videos 

will be used on Facebook, Instagram and 

Youtube ads. These videos will be embedded to 

landing pages also. Users coming from search 

engines can also watch these videos as well. 

 

Video edits, video shootings if needed, video 

copies and translations to Arabic, dubbing in 

Arabic and required stock photos will all be 

provided by us. 

 

By this way, you’ll only give approval to video 

copy and later to videos in this complicated 

process.  

Videos produced for your company will be promoted to related consumers on all mediums. 



  

What will we provide? | Audience profiling 
We’ll create an online profile of your company’s target audience. 

Searches on  
Google 

Target group 

We’ll profile your company’s online target group 

and show our advertisements to only this group. 

 

We can segment users according to such 

criterias like age, habits, gender, country, city 

and level of education. 

 

Thanks to this, only our intended audience will 

see our ads. 



What will we provide? | Keyword analysis, picking, translation 

We determine the keywords for ads and which 

ads to appear to specific keyword searches.  

 

We list your service names and alike search 

terms for ads to appear to searchs with these 

keywords. Translations of these keywords are 

also done by us. 

 

Thanks to meticulous work of our team, you 

don’t have to determine each keywords. 

We determine which keyword to use in which ads for your service campaigns 



What will we provide? | Hosting and publishing 

We host any data, page, visual and video 

related to your campaign on our servers and 

accounts. 

 

We design landing pages with promoting your 

services in mind and publish. Advertisement 

videos are hosted on our Youtube and 

Facebook accounts. 

 

Thanks to this you don’t spend a penny for 

hosting or an extra workload. 

Hosting of pages and videos will be on our servers and accounts. 



What will we provide? | Videos and other visuals 

We’ll search and buy necessary visuals for your 

landing page, social media posts or videos.  

 

We’ll keep in mind that these visuals require to 

be inline with your corporate image. 

 

By this means, we won’t take your time to send 

us needed items. 

We supply any visual material to use in your campaign. 



What will we provide? | Page, ad and video copies and translations 

We’ll write your Facebook, Instagram, Youtube 

and landing page ad copies fetching information 

from your website. 

 

Your services will be promoted as you wish 

within the limits of the medium. 

 

Once the texts are ready, we’ll ask for your 

approval. Translations will be provided by us. 

We write ad copies based on your website. 



What will we provide? | Lead management and first contact 

We’ll do the first conversation with those sent us 

a message over advertisements. 

 

We’ll forward all the leads coming from every 

channel after translating to your language. 

 

Facebook and Instagram leads will directly 

forwarded to you. 

 

So you won’t have to assign an employee for 

message management, coordination and 

translation of leads. 

Native Arab speaking operators of VTBT will make the first contact. 



What will we provide? | Landing page design and publishing 
We’ll prepare the landing page (design, text, hosting and publishling), where every click on ads will redirect. 

We’ll design the landing page according to your 

company and edit the content suited for 

advertisement content. 

 

Our first aim here is to create leads and motive 

visitors to fill a contact form. 

 

Thanks to this, you don’t have to alter or add 

anything to your own website. 

 

Besides, this landing page will be fitted for 

mobile phones and tablets. 



What will we provide? | Media planning and implementation 

We’ll determine which marketing item to use in 

which medium and how to spend the budget. 

 

Budget management, ad rotation, ad 

performans and general management will be 

performed by us. We’ll provide you a total digital 

media planning service using items produced by 

us. 

 

Media plan will be prepared specific to your 

company. Viewing and approving will be left to 

you. We won’t take your time with unrelated 

data arrangement.  

Media planning, buying ve implementation will be done according to target group. 



With what? | Facebook Video Ads 
We’ll show our videos to target group on Facebook as video ads. 

Mobile phone Facebook video ad Facebook video ad on desktop 



With what? | Facebook Lead Generation Ads 
A form to your ad to collect info from people interested in your business. 

Facebook's lead ads make it easier for us to 
capture intent from every person interested in 
your business through a streamlined experience 
that's pre-filled with the information you need to 
contact them. 

When a user clicks on a lead ad, all form details 
appears pre-filled. So, user just needs to tap on 
send button. 

These pre-filled areas are personal details like 
name, surname and location... 

Extra field to ask questions for treatments can 
be created. 



With what? | Facebook Carousel Ads 
Showcase up to ten images and links within a single advert unit to direct people to  
specific locations on your website. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/campaign/landing.php?campaign_id=163681540489385&creative=cta_button&placement=%2Fbusiness%2Fads-guide%2Ftraffic%2Fcarousel&objective=LINK_CLICKS&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fads%2Fcreate%2F%3Fobjective%3DLINK_CLICKS


Where? | Facebook Advert Placements 
Facebook offers different ad placement areas to use in campaings. 
This is how a mobile user sees ads. 



Where? | Facebook Advert Placements 
This is how a desktop or laptop user sees Facebook ads 



Where? | Instagram Ads 
Users in our target group can see our image or video ads on Instagram. 



Where? | Google Search Network Campaigns 
Users searching with our pre-determined keywords will see our ads. 

We’ll prepare ads to show on Google searches 
accepting your website as a reference point. 

If a user clicks on an Google ad, he will be 
redirected to our landing page.  



Where? | Google Display Network 
We’ll remind ourselves to users who didn’t fill our form. 

Google Display Network can help us reach 
people while they’re browsing their favourite 
websites, showing a friend a YouTube video, 
checking their Gmail account, or using mobile 
sites and apps. 

This system is retargeting. If someone visited 
our site earlier or searched for a related 
keyword to our campaign, we can show this 
user reminder ads on websites.  

Display is our chance to engage users with 
appealing ad formats. Text, image, video or rich 
media formats can appear on the Display 
Network. 



Where? | Youtube Ads 

Any video uploaded to Youtube can be an ad. Video 
ads show what we have to offer.  

Pre roll video ads appear before other videos on 
YouTube. Other video ads appear beside playing 
videos and in search results. 

Plus, we only pay when someone engages with our 
video ad. If they skip it before 30 seconds (or the 
end) we don't pay a cent. 

We promote our services visually. 



Thank you. 


